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kind of interest in listening to the narrative of the gipsy.

It was much longer than either of Goldsmith's stories, and

perhaps less characteristic; but it presented a rather curi

ous picture of a superior nature rising to its proper level

through circumstances the most adverse; and, in the main,

pleased me so well, that I think I cannot do better than

present it to the reader.

"I was born, master," said the gipsy, "in this very cave,

some sixty years ago, and so am a Scotchman like yourself.

My mother, however, belonged to the Debatable-land;

my father was an Englishman; and of my five sisters, one

first saw the light in Jersey, another in Guernsey, a third

in Wales, a fourth in Ireland, and the-fifth in the Isle of

Man. But this is a trifle, master, to what occurs in some

families. It can't be much less than fifty years since my

mother left us, one bright sunny day, on the English side

of Kelso, and staid awiy about a week. We thought we

had lost her altogether; but back she came at last; and

when she did come, she brought with her a small sprig of

a lad of about three summers or thereby. Father grum

bled a little. We had got small fry enough already, he said,

and bare enough and hungry enough they were at times;

but mother showed him a pouch of yellow pieces, and

there was no more grumbling. And so we called the little

fellow Bill Whyte, as if he had been one of ourselves; and

he grew up among us, as pretty a fellow as e'er the sun

looked upon. I was a few years his senior; but he soon

contrived to get half a foot ahead of me; and when we

quarrelled, as boys will at times, master, I always came off

second best. I never knew a fellow of a higher spirit. I-re

would rather starve than beg, a hundred times over, and

never stole in his life; but then for gin-setting, and deer

stalking, and black-fishing, not a poacher in the country
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